RYBAT
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0551

CHET 1504402 MAR 73 STAFF

TO: IMMEDIATE DIRECTOR, TEHRAN INFO PRIORITY BERN.

RYBAT

REF: DIRECTOR

5. KNIGHT INFORMED SUBSTANCE REF 0515 HRS LOCAL 15 MAR.

2. FOR DIRECTOR: PLS ADVISE IMMEDIATE IF THERE ANY INDICATION
OF BSO ACTION GENEVA AND WHETHER SHOULD BE INFORMED.

SECRET

HR70-14 (U)

Original

- RYBAT Chron

APPROVED FOR RELEASE
DATE: MAR 2008
CITE DIRECTOR 383062

TO: IMMEDIATE GENEVA, TEHRAN INFO PRIORITY BERN.

ACT GENEVA, TEHRAN.

RYBAT ARJUICE

1. GENEVA: SENIOR HOS OFFICER WAS ADVISED 14 MARCH BY SENIOR INFORMANT IN HOS CITY THAT REPORT RECEIVED TO EFFECT BLACK SEPTEMBER ORGANIZATION (BSO) ACTIVELY PLANNING TO TAKE SOME UNSPECIFIED FORM OF ACTION AGAINST FLETCHER M. KNIGHT. YOU ARE DIRECTED TO ALERT KNIGHT SOONEST AT IDEN ADDRESS (KNIGHT SCHEDULED ARRIVE TEHRAN 14 MARCH, BUT SPECIFICS HIS SCHEDULED DEPARTURE FROM GENEVA NOT AVAILABLE AT POINT AND TIME THIS CABLE DRAFTED). ALSO ADVISE KNIGHT RE SUBSTANCE PARA 2 BELOW.

2. TEHRAN: PLS TAKE FOLLOWING ACTION SOONEST:

A. ADVISE ACTING CHIEF, LNSALL TEHRAN, RE CONTENTS PARA 1 ABOVE, WITH CAUTIONARY WARNING RE MIGHT WIND UP MISTAKENLY OR OTHERWISE BEING OBJECT THIS PLANNED BSO ACTION.

B. ADVISE LIAISON THAT HOS HAS RECEIVED HIGHLY UNSPECIFIC REPORT OF INTENDED BSO OP AGAINST KNIGHT, AND PLANNED SECURITY MEASURES FOR KNIGHT’S ARRIVAL AND INITIAL STAY IN TEHRAN SHOULD
BE ACCORDINGLY TIGHTENED.

3. FOR BOTH ACTION ADDRESSEES: PLEASE CONFIRM ACTION TAKEN BY IMMEDIATE PRECEDENCE. E-2 IMPDST.
SECRET

Original - DCOS
1 - RYBAT Chrono
1 - HENSALTER FYI
1 - COS FYI
1 - HESSELGRAVE FYI
1 - Branch II FYI
CRETE 1502422 MAR 73 STAFF

CITE DIRECTOR 383063

TO: IMMEDIATE GENEVA, TEHRAN INFO PRIORITY BERN.

NIAC T GENEVA, TEHRAN.

RYBAT ARJUCE

REF: DIRECTOR 383062

IDENTITY: MR. R. TEARSARR HELMS

22, AVENUE DE L'HERMITAGE,

1224 GENEVE, BOUGERIES, GENEVA

F2 IMPDET.

SECRET

Original - DCOS
1 - RYBAT Chrono
1 - HENSALTER FYI
1 - COS FYI
1 - HESSELGRAVE FYI
1 - Branch II FYI